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What happened at Antarang
in February 2016?

This month we have made great progress with new CareeReady
centres, completed more CareerAware groups, been featured in a
newspaper and had a wonderful alumni meet-up! We wish to thank
our supporters for helping make this February absolutely fantastic!

Mid-Day Article Featuring Antarang!
A wonderful article was written about us in Mid-Day newspaper. It really articulates what
we do, what challenges we face, what issues we are tackling and what drives us forward.
Click on the link to read: http://www.mid-day.com/articles/how-an-ngo-is-helpingmumbais-underprivileged-teens-enter-the-professional-world/16982156

Ashoka Fellowship
We are so proud of our founder, Priya Agrawal, who is an Ashoka Fellow. Ashoka Fellows
are social entrepreneurs that have innvoative solutions to social problems. Here she
represents Antarang Foundation, as the fellows meet with President Mukherjee. Click here
to read the blog post about the Ashoka
Fellowship: https://antarangfoundation.wordpress.com/2016/02/14/antarang-and-the-

ashoka-fellowship/

New CareeReady Groups
This month, we began new groups in
Dharavi,
Wadala,
Ghatkopar
and
Mahalaxmi. All the students from the
Mahalaxi batch enrolled in the program
because they were recommended it by
their friends and family! This kind of
referral-enrollment is what we are
moving towards in our journey. Also, 3
groups graduated this month: Ghatkopar
East and West, and Worli.

CareerAware
This month 9 groups completed the
CareerAware program. This is a 5 day
program, designed to increase students'
self and career awareness through a
proprietary tool.

Career Resource Center
We launched this center at our center in
Dharavi. It is designed to be a hub for
learning about careers, with pamphlets,
books and information about various
careers.

Exposure Visits
The Ghatkopar West batch went on an
exposure visit to HDFC bank, to learn
about the wide variety of career options
in the finance sector. The Mankhurd and
Dharavi batches visited Make in India to
get an insight into the scope of the
manufacturing sector. We had a visit to
The Courtyard, a preschool, for students
interested in education, and a trip to see
the film, Neerja, to inspire our students!
These visits are crucial to the CareeReady
program as they give the students a
detailed insight into the specific careers.
Head to our blog for an in-depth post
about why exposure visits are so
important!

CareeReady Alumni Meet-Up
Early this month, an amazing Alumni Meet
was organised solely by the alumni
themselves! It was a showcase for our
fantastic alumni - there were dances,
songs, stand-up comedy and a very

inspiring short film! The film was made by
an alumni, Raja and is about his friend
Vijay,
also
an
alumni,
and
his journey from being a fencing
beginner, to competing in a national
tournament! Check out our Facebook page
for videos of the performances and the
short film itself! We are so proud of all the
alumni who were involved. We are looking
forward to continuing the Antarang
journey with them.

Thank you to our Fundraisers!
Students of Oberoi School participated in
a multi-school swimathon, raising money
for a group of NGOs, including Antarang!
A huge thank you to Oberoi for
supporting us! Another big thank you
to

Footsteps

for

Good,

who

held

a

fundraiser for Antarang!

We are proud to announce a new partnership with Great Eastern Shipping, and would like
to thank them for supporting our work

Two of our CareeReady alumni have been doing excellently at their jobs: Sairaj is an intern at
Abaca, a home deco store, where he has been making a fantastic number of sales. Rohit, who is
also an alumni, reconnected with us this month. He now owns three cars and is a driver for Uber
and Ola. Congratulations Rohit!
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